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5 ingredients + 15 minutes preparation time + Slow cooker = Fabulous One Pot Meal Have you ever

found yourself going home, tired after a long day, only to discover that you still have to cook food?

The prospect of having to prepare several ingredients, use a frying pan or an oven, and then

perform other complicated and time consuming tasks may either make you to order out or skip

dinner altogether. If think about it, using a slow cooker can solve all this. It will make you save time

and energy and money. Whatâ€™s not to like? On top of that, if you only need five ingredients to

prepare your meals, and 15 minutes to make it, itâ€™s even better! Slow cookers allow you to go

home with food not only ready for you to eat, but also still tasty and warm at the same time. All you

have to do is to prepare the ingredients in the morning, put all of them in the slow cooker and leave

it. No mess, no dishes to clean, and not much effort compared to other kitchen appliances. This also

means less work and faster preparation time. You arrive at home with a one-pot meal ready to eat.

It will give you more time to enjoy your meal. Compared to ovens, slow cookers require a

significantly lower amount of electricity. This means lower bills for you to pay. Another money-saver

is that with slow cookers, you can buy the less expensive, tougher meats. Instead of the expensive

choice cuts, you can use the tougher meats because the slow cookers will make the meat more

tender. Inside find: â€¢ Useful tips for cooking with a slow cooker â€¢ Succulent beef recipes like the

cowboy beef; â€¢ Mouth-watering chicken and turkey recipes; â€¢ Easy pork dishes like the apricot-

glazed pork roast; â€¢ Delicious fish recipes like the garlic butter tilapia; â€¢ Delectable vegetarian

meals like the artichoke pasta; â€¢ Luscious desserts like the chocolate cake; â€¢ Weekend

breakfast dishes like the French toast casserole. Take note that I donâ€™t count salt and pepper,

water, and cooking spray as ingredients. Now letâ€™s get cooking. Get your copy today!
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I'm thrilled to have found this cookbook. Only 5 ingredients? Sounds impossible but not for this

author. And I love the way she's organized all the meals, in categories based on meat selections.

What a smart idea. Let the slow cooker do the work for you and your meal is ready to serve as soon

as you (working people, including stay-at-home moms) are ready to eat. Two of the recipes I've tried

so far are the Buttery Salmon with Onions--Devine, and Carrots and the Quick and Easy Chicken

Broccoli Casserole--Yummy.

This is a pretty good Slow Cooker cookbook. I have tried a few recipes. They were simple to

prepare, resulted fully cooked as expected and tasted great. There was only one recipe that I was

not please with, but that was out of 6 different recipes that I tried. 3 of the recipes I would take away

as keepers that I would cook routinely.

If you are a meat eater and heavy carnivore, you'll probably love this. The recipes are simple and

straightforward. Personally, I use my crockpot to increase my veggie intake so I found recipes too

light on vegetables for my taste.

This is an easy to grab booklet more than it is a book. Be honest. There are hardly any cookbooks

with recipes for five or fewer ingredients which are written save for the wording, "Five Ingredients or

Less!" I find this the ONLY go-to five ingredients or less recipe collection worth ANYTHING! The

recipes definitely have a, "I was in the kitchen all day making this roast," taste. The recipes also

minimize the two to four step processes before the five or fewer ingredients can begin cooking in the

slow cooker whenever possible. Although we haven't tried ALL of the recipes, you get to feeling that

Louise (Davidson) is like an aunt or a grandmother sharing some very valuable shortcuts she's

learned through the years.Go, Louise! Some of these reviewers are just getting too picky for what

they've bought and expected! You ARE a good cook and thanks for making some basic slow cooker

recipes even easier and as tasty as if they were a lot of trouble!

....got this and a crock pot for a gift....it is great....the reason for four stars is....many of the recipes

were more than 5 ingredients.....however they were pretty good about using things that everyone



has in their pantry.....

I like this crockpot recipe book. I especially like the caramel flan and the peach dump cake and the

chocolate cake recipes. I am always looking for good recipes so I don't have to stand around the

kitchen cooking all day. Thanks a lot for this book .

Easy-to-read cookbook, but the recipes aren't terribly exciting. Most ingredients are ones that I have

on hand regularly, so this is a good "idea" cookbook..

Slow cookers are the magic pill! for real! It gives you the possibility of eating all the nutrients that

stay in the cooking, saves you time, and the food tastes like it was cooked on heaven. This book is

just a great way to start this!
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